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Commentary: Fungal 
endophthalmitis – Newer insights 
into the diagnosis and management

There	have	been	numerous	 advances	 in	 the	diagnosis	 and	
management	of	fungal	endophthalmitis	with	leading	research	
publications	 from	developing	countries,	 especially	 India.	 In	
India,	major	academic	centers	have	reported	the	incidence	of	
fungal	 endophthalmitis	 (both	 exogenous	 and	 endogenous)	
to	be	quite	high.[1‑6]	Ophthalmologists,	microbiologists,	 and	
other	clinician–scientists	from	these	institutes	have	contributed	
greatly	 to	 reduce	 the	disease	burden	and	 severity	over	 the	
years.	 The	All	 India	Ophthalmology	 Society	 (AIOS)	 2021	
Sengamedu	Srinivas	Badrinath	Endowment	Lecture	published	
in	Indian	Journal	of	Ophthalmology	serves	as	a	much‑needed	
ready	reckoner	 in	 the	diagnosis	and	management	of	 fungal	
endophthalmitis.[7]

With	 the	COVID‑19	pandemic,	 the	general	 incidence	of	
fungal	 infections	has	 risen	due	 to	prolonged	 corticosteroid	

use	(especially	among	patients	in	intensive	care	units).[8,9] The 
prompt	identification	of	endogenous	fungal	endophthalmitis	
has,	 therefore,	assumed	significant	 importance.	 In	 the	AIOS	
lecture,[7]	the	authors	have	elegantly	summarized	the	updated	
information	of	the	epidemiology,	pathological	aspects	of	disease	
occurrence,	 advances	 in	 the	molecular	diagnosis	 including	
matrix‑assisted	laser	desorption/ionization–time	of	flight,	and	
peptide	nucleic	 acid	fluorescent in situ hybridization	 (PNA	
FISH).	Next	generation	 sequencing	 represents	 a	novel	 area	
of	 research	 in	 determining	 newer	 fungal	 species	 causing	
infections	 (including	hospital‑acquired	ones)	 and	provides	
vital	 information	 on	 the	 ever‑changing	 epidemiology	 of	
fungal	infections.[7]	The	concept	of	mycobiome	is	relevant	in	
ocular	fluids,	and	the	authors	have	done	commendable	work	
(unique	and	first	of	its	kind)	in	determining	the	fungal	genome	
in	ocular	flora	(especially	the	conjunctival	tissue).[10]

One	of	the	relevant	areas	of	research	in	fungal	endophthalmitis	
besides	 laboratory	 evaluation	 is	multimodal	 vitreoretinal	
imaging.	Research	using	optical	coherence	tomography	(OCT)	
has	shown	that	endogenous	candida	infections	can	present	in	
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two	morphological	forms	–	intraretinal pattern and chorioretinal 
pattern.[11]	In	the	intraretinal	form,	the	fungus	causes	intraretinal	
infection	with	accumulation	of	exudates	 in	 the	 inner	retinal	
and	 subhyaloid	 region	 (preretinal fungal aggregates),	with	
spill‑over	of	cells	in	the	vitreous	cavity	(“rain‑cloud sign”).	The	
choriocapillaris	pattern	consists	of	a	large	fungal	lesion	that	
can	penetrate	 the	 retinal	 pigment	 epithelium	and	 extends	
within	the	retinal	layers.	The	choriocapillaris	can	be	thickened	
and	 ischemic	with	diffuse	 choroidal	 thickening.[11] Zhuang 
et al.[12]	 demonstrated	 four	patterns	of	 endogenous	 candida	
endophthalmitis	 consisting	of	 subretinal	macular	 (type	 1),	
inner	 retinal	 (type	 2),	 full‑thickness	 retina	with	macular	
edema	(type	3),	and	subinternal	limiting	membrane	(type	4).[12]

In	 contrast	 to	 candida	 endophthalmitis,	 aspergillus	
infections	can	present	with	dense	subretinal exudates	on	OCT	
imaging	with	posterior	hyaloid	cells	and	diffusely	thickened	
choroid.[13]	Aspergillus	 species	 can	 cause	 the	 formation	of	 a	
“retinal aspergilloma,”	which	may	need	surgical	management	
with	pars	plana	vitrectomy	and	histology	 for	 establishing	
the diagnosis.[14]	 Thus	 far,	 there	 are	no	 studies	 comparing	
the	OCT	 features	of	different	 fungal	 species	 in	 endogenous	
endophthalmitis.	However,	multimodal	 imaging	 along	
with	advanced	 laboratory	 tools	 can	be	extremely	helpful	 in	
diagnosing fungal disease and distinguishing them from other 
causes	of	necrotizing	chorioretinal	inflammations.

One of the most important steps in the management of 
fungal	endophthalmitis	(and	suspected	fungal	endophthalmitis	
with	 diagnostic	 uncertainties)	 is	 performing	 pars	 plana	
vitrectomy.[7]	In	the	large	series	published	by	Das	et al.[15] with 
over	 700	patients,	 it	was	 observed	 that	 nearly	 all	 patients	
required	 vitrectomy	with	 an	 average	 of	 two	 intravitreal	
injections	of	antifungal	agents.	Thus,	the	decision	to	perform	
vitreous	surgery	may	be	very	critical	 in	the	management	of	
fungal	(or	suspected	fungal)	endophthalmitis.	If	infections	with	
fungi	are	suspected	(especially	in	countries	such	as	India	with	a	
high	incidence),	this	justification	is	enough	for	empirical treatment 
with	antifungal	agents	to	improve	outcomes.[15]	However,	care	
must	be	taken	to	obtain	an	adequate	sample	(vitreous	fluid	or	
chorioretinal	biopsy)	prior to the treatment.

There	are	several	aspects	where	research	is	needed	to	improve	
patient	outcomes	with	 fungal	endophthalmitis	 ranging	 from	
diagnostics	to	therapeutics.	With	the	newer	challenges	posed	
by	the	COVID‑19	pandemic,	the	relevance	of	managing	invasive	
fungal	 infections	 is	back	 to	 the	 table.	The	authors’	 efforts	 in	
mitigating	such	challenges	are	noteworthy	and	laudable.[7]
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